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General Description 
The main objective of D5.2 is to develop efficient software concept, that will permit coupling of highly 

different - here called inhomogeneous - codes with complex physics, numerics and data structures. File 

exchange based coupling approach have been successfully conceptually tested in previous activities of WP5 

(see, for example deliverable [1]). Focus of current deliverable is on development of an abstract software 

interface (it is recommended to have a look Chapters 10, 12 of [2] for details of base and derived classes in 

OOP), software abstraction concepts in [3], that will define a concept of abstract data interface which allows 

fast software development of complex data exchange between highly inhomogeneous data structures of 

different codes and data sets of the CardioProof EC Project: 4D VEC MRI information, FE-based electro-

mechanical codes and the CFD code used in the project workflow. Since this work package is dealing with 

haemodynamical modelling of the ventricle and aortic valve, domain information is confined to the 

ventricle, the aortic valve and the aortic root. The blood flow in the cavities defined by this domain 

geometry is now simulated using the SPH solver within the VPS software from ESI [5,6], further CFD 

simulation of artery pipe-type Navier-Stokes blood flow is performed by ESI Finite Volume code ACE+. As it 

has been defined in D5.1 [1] file-based data exchange will be pursued due to high inhomogeneity of data 

structures of different solvers and imaging/measuring approaches. 

Since the medical images do not provide sufficient resolution to accurately describe the geometry of the 

leaflets of the aortic valve during opening of the valve, and also because in this project replacement valves 

are to be considered, the aortic valve geometry will have to be generated separately. This will be done at a 

later stage when simplified prototype geometries of artificial valves are available. The main objective of this 

deliverable is the definition of concept, structure and hierarchy of objects for file based data exchange 

between highly inhomogeneous computational codes and non-matching geometrical domains. 

Conceptual description of the abstract file interface approach 
Abstract interface is a software engineering concept of (software) objects development based on a specific 

object function implementation, see e.g. [2,3]. In our case, for example, an abstract reader, defined in a so 

called "base" class will provide a generic functional implementation of file reading and parsing operations 

such as file opening, closing or parsing input lines from a file (aka stream in the OO terminology). An 

abstract interface implementation is typically based on an abstract class concept. An abstract class is a class 

(software object in OOP) that cannot be used right away (instantiated) and is usually implemented as a 

class that has one or more pure virtual (abstract) functions - that will be defining specific functionality in so 

called derived classes. It is some sort of protocol of intention what a specific downstream (derived) class will 

do. It is used to define an implementation concept only and that will be inherited by concrete derived 

classes. It is a way of enforcing a contract between the class designer and the users of that class. If we wish 

to create a concrete class (a class that can be instantiated and that gives specific format reading 

functionality) from an abstract class we must declare and define a matching member function for each 

abstract member function of the base class [see 3 for more methodological details]. 

A common way to represent hierarchy and communication of objects in OOP is the so called Unified 

Modelling Language - UML. 
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Figure 1. UML diagram of an abstract class - meshContainerReader and two derived objects: grazFEReader and vtkReader.  

Note, that virtual methods are given in italic, as specified in UML notation. Two different implementations of reading in lower 
derived classes are inheriting data structure of  the upper base class. Note, that UML shows "empty" virtual methods in the base 
class in italics. The form of a connector does not specify data flow, but the relationship of objects: here grazFEReader and 
VtkReader classes. In the diagram, classes are represented with boxes which contain three parts: The top part contains the name 
of the class. The middle part contains the attributes of the class. The bottom part gives the methods or operations the class can 
take or undertake. In the design of a system, a number of classes are identified and grouped together in a class diagram which 
helps to determine the static relations between those objects.  

In software engineering, a class diagram in the UML is a type of static structure diagram that describes the 

structure of a software module by showing the module's classes, their attributes, operations (or methods), 

and the relationships among objects. See [4] for more detailed information. Fig. 1 shows a UML class 

diagram of an abstract reader class that defines generic reading functionality of mesh reader: setting file 

name for a private (internal, not available for external objects) variable, opening/closing input stream, and, 

of course reading in specific ASCII or binary formats. 

meshContainerReader {abstract} 

ifstream* ifs_; 

shared_pointer<polyhedralMeshContainer

<fT>> mshPtr_; 

string inputFileName_; 

setFileName(const string& inFileName) 

getFileName(string& inFileName) 

setMeshPtr(const 

shared_pointer<meshContainer<fT>> 

mshPtr) 

getMeshPtr(shared_pointer<meshContain

er<fT>> mshPtr) 

openInputStream() 

readAsciiFile() 

readBinaryFile() 

closeInputStream() 

grazFEReader  vtkReader  
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Figure 2. UML diagram of an abstract class - meshContainerWriter and two derived classes: grazFEWriter and vtkReader. Note, that 
virtual methods are given in italic, as specified in the UML notation. 

Note, that variations of a formats are defined in derived classes [2, Chapter 12]: coding of 

grazFEReader::readAsciiFile() method will be absolutely different from, say, coding in 

vtkReader::readAsciiFile(). However, non-virtual methods that will remain the same for all derived classes - 

say, meshContainerReader::openInputStream() - will be coded in a base class [2, Chapter 10] and directly 

inherited by derived classes, with no need for time consuming re-implementation of identical pieces of 

functional methods. 

Similarly, a virtual classes approach is adopted in the meshContainerWriter class, using a very efficient 

inheritance mechanism for the implementation of different output formats in different inherited classes. 

Annex 1 gives a full description of the API of developed specific (derived) reader-writer objects, using the 

aforementioned OOP code design methodology. The provided code documentation targets an advanced 

software developer audience and therefore it is separated from the main text of this document, which is 

meshContainerWriter {abstract} 

ofstream* ofs_; 

shared_pointer<polyhedralMeshContainer

<fT>> mshPtr_; 

string outputFileName_; 

setFileName(const string& outFileName) 

getFileName(string& outFileName) 

setMeshPtr(const 

shared_pointer<meshContainer<fT>> 

mshPtr) 

getMeshPtr(shared_pointer<meshContain

er<fT>> mshPtr) 

openInputStream() 

readAsciiFile() 

readBinaryFile() 

closeInputStream() 

grazFEWriter  vtkWriter  
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intended for an end user audience of the developed interfacing tools. It is provided to give a general 

overview of the development scope and therefore may contain wording specific to the software 

engineering domain. 

Conversion tool grazFEtoVPS 

The conversion tool is a console application to convert the proprietary format of the Medical University of 

Graz FEM solver to the internal input format of the ESI VPS . The command line tool is written in C++ 2011 

code standard [2] using abstract software design of objects as described above. 

Usage 

The grazFEtoVPS command is used as follows: 

grazFEtoVPS bflag /path2mesh/meshname 

Input: 

bflag: simple flag to indicate that input data are in ASCII (0) or binary (1) format. Note that this also toggles 

between ASCII and binary output. 

meshname: path to location of mesh and basename of input mesh file and displacement file. The code 

expects four files to be located under /path2meshname 

- meshname.pts 

- meshname.elem 

- meshname.dynpt 

In the case that a mesh is provided in binary format, the file extensions are bpts, belem and bdynpt. 

Output 

The following, formatted VPS input files are created: 

- meshnameNXYZ – nodal coordinates and shell elements for the entire mesh 

- meshnameDispX– DISPX directives to functions for all nodes 

- meshnameDispY – DISPY directives to functions for all nodes 

- meshnameDispZ – DISPZ directives to functions for all nodes 

- meshnameDispFX – Definitions of functions for DISPX 

- meshnameDispFY – Definitions of functions for DISPY  

- meshnameDispFZ– Definitions of functions for DISPZ 

These files (except fort.6) may be combined into the VPS input file (for example, using standard Linux cat 

command) for the mesh and displacements of the model. Aforementioned file names are not fixed, they are 

generated automatically from input names. 

The converter takes only a few minutes to run on a provided test case. 

Outflow boundary condition for SPH 
This section describes the implementation of generic outflow boundary conditions for the SPH method 

within VPS which are necessary to model the blood flow in the left-ventricle/aorta-root combination during 

systole. A pressure outflow condition is required to model the outflow through the aorta in order to have an 

appropriate inflow boundary condition for the CFD model which is employed for the flow in the aorta itself. 
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This is also a prerequisite to the development of a proper two-way coupling between both flow regimes in 

the future, as will be discussed below. 

Introduction 

For most standard CFD methods that employ an Eulerian description, boundary conditions for describing 

the inflow and outflow of material form an integral part of the algorithm. For Lagrangian solution methods, 

and in particular for SPH, such boundary conditions are much more difficult to implement. Below it is 

explained how the outflow boundary condition has been included. The reasons to implement the outflow 

condition at first, are that the outflow through the AV is the dominant condition for the LV during systole, 

and that the outflow is suggested as the first condition to be implemented for a two-way coupling of 

VPS/SPH to mesh-based CFD methods e.g. CFD-ACE+. 

At first, it may be mentioned that free outflow (i.e. without any pressure to oppose the outflow) is very 

simple to model as an opening in the boundary. The particles (sufficiently far) away from the boundary may 

be deactivated by, for instance, an active box method [5]. In most realistic cases the outflow is limited by a 

pressure that may or may not vary in time and space. To evaluate the force corresponding to this pressure it 

will be necessary to integrate the pressure over the surface area of the outflow opening which necessitates 

numerical discretization of the surface. Furthermore, there is the question of how to distribute the force to 

the particles since there does not exist the concept of faces for SPH. In the past it was found that a proper 

way to distribute the pressure force is to select all particles located sufficiently close to the outflow surface 

and distribute the force inversely proportional to the distance normal to the surface. For an opening in a 

more or less flat wall care has to be taken that the force is not distributed to particles that are close to wall 

but not to the opening. Since the surface may be warped and the perimeter of the opening can have an 

arbitrary shape, an exact geometrical determination of which particle should or should not get a part of the 

force does not appear to be feasible. Since forces for SPH are inherently distributed between neighbouring 

particles, it is expected that the effect that we can only determine whether a particle is inside a ‘region of 

influence’ of an outflow opening to be defined in an approximate manner, will not have major influence of 

the results.  

Algorithm 

To determine whether or not a particle will experience the outflow pressure force the following algorithm is 

proposed. The user has to define the opening by a set of shell elements using appropriate nodes at the 

perimeter of the AV. For each outflow surface the maximum and minimum coordinates in global x-, y- and z-

direction of all nodes will be determined (at each cycle to allow for deformation). These coordinates define 

a rectangular box in space. All particles that are inside a rectangular box that extends by a user-defined 

length on top of the original box will be considered. The total surface area and the average normal direction 

of the opening surface are evaluated. Next, the projection of each remaining particle on the surface is 

computed; if this projection is outside a box that encapsulates the surface, it will be discarded. Only interior 

particles with a normal distance to the surface less than the user-defined search distance will get their share 

from the pressure force. 

If pressure loads are defined while there are SPH particles present the following actions are repeated for 

each cycle: 

1. The average geometrical and outflow results properties are initialized. At the first cycle this is done 

for the maximum allowed number of outflow openings (10). Once the first cycle is completed, the actual 

number is used. 
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2. For each active pressure element the nodes and its coordinates are retrieved from which the area, 

normal and Centre of Gravity (COG) location are computed. For outflow boundaries the minimum and 

maximum X-, Y- and Z-coordinates of the bounding box of each outflow opening are evaluated; the 

contribution to the area-averaged COG and normal are also computed. 

3. For each outflow opening the average COG coordinates and average normal is obtained by dividing 

by the total surface area of the outflow opening; the maximum distance is initialized to zero. 

4. In the next loop over the outflow openings there is loop over all particles. All particles outside the 

bounding box (as defined by the max/min coordinates of the outflow opening increased by the user-defined 

search distance are discarded. Next, the normal distance to the plane of the outflow is computed and 

particles having an absolute value of this distance exceeding the search distance are also discarded. For 

particles with a positive distance i.e. which are inside the domain, the projection onto the outflow plane is 

checked for being inside a reduced bounding box (adding only 3% of the search distance); if the projection is 

outside, the particle is discarded. The remaining particles are counted; an estimated volume flux is 

computed by multiplying the total outflow area with the velocity in normal direction; the particle number 

and a weigh factor (linearly decreasing with the normal distance) and its sum are stored. If the particle is 

located outside (negative normal distance) but was inside at the previous time step, the mass flus is 

computed. 

5. After completing the loop over the particles, a loop is done over all counted particles to add a force 

equal to the product of the (normalized) weight and the pressure force in the normal direction. 

6. Finally for each outflow opening selective printout is done 

7. The final loop over the outflow opening is completed. 

A description of the input and output is provided in Annex 2. 

For future coupling, the pressure at the SPH outflow opening should match the pressure at a common 

interface as obtained from the mesh-based CFD code. For the mesh-based CFD code an appropriate 

condition at this interface is that of inflow of a given flux (and velocity distribution). The flux should come 

from the SPH simulation but this is not a quantity that is readily available. One way to determine the flux at 

an outflow is to check whether a particle located in the exterior of the domain was still inside during the 

previous cycle in which case the product of the mass and the velocity in normal direction provides a 

measure for the flux. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that in case the number of particles in the vicinity 

of the outflow opening is limited, the results will be very spiky. An alternative way to estimate the (volume) 

flux in a more contiguous manner is to evaluate the average normal velocity of all particles that have 

crossed or will cross the boundary and multiply this with the amount of material transported. 

Test cases 

Some simple test cases for the validation of the outflow boundary conditions are discussed in [7].  

In May 2014 a model of a human left ventricle (including the aorta root) was received from the MUG with 

displacements based on the segmentation from the MRI information. The model contains 202284 triangular 

elements and the displacements of all nodes are provided up to 620 ms. The model was filled with a total of 

nearly 36000 particles starting from two rectangular block positioned in representative parts of the ventricle 

and the root geometry using the filling algorithm discussed in [5]. The filling procedure was done in 566 
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iterations which required 526 seconds on a two-processor Linux computer. Note that filling starts from two 

rectangular blocks of equal-sized particles in order to achieve a complete filling of the model. As an added 

advantage the parts that are initially filing the ventricle itself and the aortic root may be distinguished. 

Selected results from the filling algorithm are shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Distribution of particles with colour representing the displacements during the initial, intermediate and final state of the 
filing procedure that precedes the actual flow simulation. A part of the ventricle wall is removed from the view to show the 
particle distribution. 

The flow simulations were done using the displacement field at each of the FE nodes; it should be noted 

that these are not the displacements obtained from the FE simulation since they were not available at the 

time, but they are based on the MRI time sequence which displays more scatter.  The initial simulation was 

made with a free outflow opening condition at the top end of the aortic root. The initial SPH flow simulation 

was made during the first 100 milliseconds of the deformation given up to 400 ms. Due to the unrestricted 

outflow, it does not make sense to continue longer. Figure 4 shows the expelled liquid at the end of the 

simulation. The velocities will, however, not be realistic since this model does not include the pressure 

condition in the aorta.  
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Figure 4. Distribution of particles with their velocities at the end of the simulation time at 620 ms. 

For the next flow simulations, the outflow opening at the top was closed by a mesh as shown in Figure 5. 

The shape and size of the additional elements is very irregular and unsuitable for mechanical simulations, 

but since there appears to be very little warping the normal direction and surface area are adequate for 

representing a uniform pressure condition. Also, the gaps between the new elements and the perimeter will 

prove to be small enough to prevent particles from escaping through a free boundary. The pressure that will 

be used is based on the red curve from Figure 6. It should be noted that this pressure does not correspond 

to the LV model used. 

 

Figure 5. FE mesh model for the outflow opening at the aorta connection. 
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Figure 6. Typical curves for the transvalvular pressure and the surface area of the aortic valve (provided by L. Goubergrits, DHZB) 

Two flow simulations were conducted with the model from Figure 5. The first one (outflow1) with an 

outflow pressure of 300 Pa which is switched on between 80 and 90 milliseconds. The second one 

(outflow2) uses an outlfow pressure which is a coarser version of the curve from Figure 6.  Figure 7 displays 

the velocity in vertical (z-) direction at 200 ms. For a quantitative comparison between these models the 

volume flux into the aorta for both model is shown in Figure 8. The higher peak pressure for the curve from 

Figure 5 results in a reduced peak flow for outflow2 although the total ejected amount appears to be 

similar.  

 

Figure 7. Distribution of particles with their z-velocities at 200 ms for outflow1 (left) and outflow2 (right). 
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Figure 8. Time histories of the computed flux for outflow1 (green) and outflow2 (purple) 

The next steps are to incorporate the energy corresponding to the ejected flow [6], incorporation of a 

realistic opening of the valve (based on the area as function of time from Figure 5), and coupling to CFD 

models for the flow in the aortic arch. Optionally, the outflow pressure could be obtained from a simplified 

Windkessel model.  

Interface for MRI-VEC data 
The software enabling to read the MRI-VEC data from MEVIS has been received. MRI-VEC data are 

important for the validation of predicted flow patterns, but also for defining input boundary conditions 

during diastole. For the main objective of the project the outflow during ejection is of primary importance. 

Thus, modelling efforts are focused on the ejection phase. Further, it can be assumed that the blood pool in 

the LV at end diastole is at rest and, thus, there is no inflow through the mitral valve which would require 

modelling of input boundary conditions. Therefore the MRI-VEC data are mainly important for validation 

purposes. Development of the interface software will be done later when a few consistent cases for LV 

outflow have been completed. 

Conclusions 
Current deliverable provides a systematic software engineering description of an abstract class hierarchy 

that permits fast and efficient code implementation of file-based interfaces between different highly 

inhomogeneous and logically different computational codes. Here we deliver a converter executable which 

translates meshes and solutions from the MUG format to ESI VPS input format. Further extensions of 

interfaces require simply the creation of more derived reader-writer objects that may be implementing 

other formats as required by further extension of the interface. 

In addition, the extension of the SPH model from VPS with pressure outflow conditions has been provided. 

The application of such a condition has been demonstrated for a model of a human left ventricle in 
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combination with a representative pressure in the aorta. An interface for MRI-VEC data will be developed in 

conjunction with validation studies. 
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ANNEX 1 – Description of Object Oriented Programming classes for 

interface between mechanical/MRI-VEC data and CFD. This is OO code 

developer documentation, targeted reader audience - experienced code 

developers 

 

class grazMeshReader 

 

getBBMinMax(vector& minXYZ, vector& maxXYZ) const  
 

grazMeshReader( const string& inFileName, shared_ptr<polyhedralMeshContainer> 
mcptr )  

 

operator=( const grazMeshReader& gmr )  
 

readAsciiInput()  
 

readBinaryInput()  
 

readFillDynPtsAsciiiFile(vector< shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > >& 
mshAtTimesV)  

 

readFillEleAsciiiFile()  
 

readFillPtsAsciiiFile()  
 

readFillPtsBinaryFile()  
 

readFillSrfAsciiiFile()  
 

class grazMeshReader 

../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method1
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method1
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method2
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method2
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method2
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method2
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method3
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method3
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method4
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method4
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method5
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method5
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method6
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method6
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method6
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method6
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method7
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method7
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method8
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method8
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method9
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method9
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method10
../../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Users/Andrey/AppData/Local/Temp/grazMeshReader.html#method10
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Object represents an input object getting data from the MU Graz format for a special computational mesh 

container object - polyhedralMeshContainer. Data structure of polyhedralMeshContainer is based on a 

concept of polyhedral mesh description defined by FACES as it is used in VisCART and OpenFoam (ESI 

Group) Computational Fluid Dynamics Codes. 

Each in container entity has a unique C-style ID of (0...N-1), as it is stored here in VisCART notation. 

MOTIVATION 

The mesh reader object inputs a computational mesh in C-style data structure, defined by the Medical 

University Graz code of the CardioProof project. Main motivation in provision of efficient file-based 

interface between computational codes, say, MU Graz Finite Element solver and ESI Group VPS/SPH 

solver. 

The current class can be considered as an example of the way how the mesh container class can be filled 

using it's API public interface. Depending on the specifics of the interfaced mesh data structure (say, sorting 

of the faces, neighbours) some small changes may be needed in public interface of the 

polyhedralMeshContainer class to facilitate interface with current reader object. 

 

Class has been specifically developed to facilitate workflow of CardioProof EU project. 

DESIGN INTENT 

It is designed to provide abstract but effective mass-construction possibility to work with typical container 

class. To make this behaviour more efficient, BRIDGE design pattern (see Gamma, E, Helm, R, Johnson, R, 

Vlissides, J: Design Patterns, page 151. Addison-Wesley, 1995 for more details) is chosen as implementation 

pattern for access to the main mesh data in mesh container class. 

MU Graz reader class also logically separates C-style API to the Graz format and provides polymorphic 

object oriented data filling interface for the target container class - polyhedralMeshContainer object. 

As MU Graz format uses a set of different input files with same prefix and different extensions - suffixes - 

file name protected data variable from the base class need to be set to PREFIX only. 

APPLICABILITY 

Current reader object is applicable to polyhedralMeshContainer class only as a "READER" class, filling up a 

polyhedralMeshContainer. It is designed to work effectively with the polyhedralMeshContainer data 

structure based on STL library and is coded to access the polyhedralMeshContainer via the so called Bridge 

design pattern (see Gamma, E, Helm, R, Johnson, R, Vlissides, J: Design Patterns, page 151. Addison-

Wesley, 1995 for more details). 

STRUCTURE 

Graz format reader class is connected by BRIDGE design pattern with a specially designed face-based mesh 

container class.  

Again, as in the other implementations of file reader objects in our workflow the interface is broken down 

into a part that echoes the interfaces of the grazMeshReader base class from which the desired 

grazMeshReader types are inherited thereby giving these interfaces polymorphic behaviour [2].  

PARTICIPANTS 

polyhedralMeshContainer is the main participant of the reader class. Reader class is designed to access 

polyhedralMeshContainer data mesh container class using a fast and memory efficient pattern. 

COLLABORATIONS 

Reader and polyhedralMeshContainer objects can collaborate with Visitor design pattern [2] objects through 

possible (not coded here) accept() interface. 
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This combines the methods of the Visitor with the functionality of the container. 

CONSEQUENCES 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The bridge between the polyhedralMeshContainer and grazMeshReader is implemented as a C++2011 

shared pointer for improving speed and memory parameters. Shared pointer facilitates automatic book 

keeping of number of instances of polyhedralMeshContainer 

It is initialized either through the default constructor which accesses the polyhedralMeshContainer, or, 

through a constructor which takes a reference to a polyhedralMeshContainer as an argument.  

APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

Here is application example of mesh reader: 

// Start example API:  

shared_ptr<polyhedralMeshContainer> currMsh; 

grazMeshReader gMshRdr(argv[1],currMsh); 

gMshRdr.readFillPtsAsciiiFile(); 

vector minXYZ,maxXYZ; 

gMshRdr.getBBMinMax(minXYZ,maxXYZ); 

cout<<"main BBOX=("<<minXYZ[0]<<","<<minXYZ[1]<<","<<minXYZ[2]<<"), "; 

cout<<"main 

BBOX=("<<maxXYZ[0]<<","<<maxXYZ[1]<<","<<maxXYZ[2]<<")"<<endl; 

gMshRdr.readFillEleAsciiiFile(); 

//End example  

copyright (C) 2012-2014 ESI Group, developed by Dr. A.Mezentsev, created 18.08.14, last 

modified 12.09.14  

Method Documentation 

 

getBBMinMax(vector& minXYZ, vector& maxXYZ) const  

 

METHOD: 

inline void grazMeshReader::getBBMinMax(vector& minXYZ, vector& maxXYZ) const  

DESCRIPTION: 

Standard accessor-type method inline implementation.  

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

None. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

vector& minXYZ - reference to STL vector of minimal coordinates of the mesh inside the reader 

vector& minXYZ - reference to STL vector of maximal coordinates of the mesh inside the reader 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Uses intrinsic assignment operators from composing objects, data members.  

APPLICATION: 

As needed. 
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MESSAGES: 

None. Created: 18/08/14  

 

grazMeshReader( const string& inFileName, shared_ptr<polyhedralMeshContainer> mcptr )  

 

METHOD: 
grazMeshReader::grazMeshReader( const string& inFileName, 

shared_ptr<polyhedralMeshContainer> mcptr )  

DESCRIPTION: 

Main parameterised constructor for the object grazMeshReader, representing a mesh reader from MU Graz 

FE code format to fill polyhedralMeshContainer-based objects. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

Two input parameters are needed: const string& inFileName - reference to std string of input file name prefix 

shared_ptr<polyhedralMeshContainer> mcptr - C++ 2011 shared pointer to polyhedral mesh container - 

polyhedralMeshContainer - object  

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

This is a constructor, returns pointer to this object.  

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Constructer sets protected variables of the parent class - meshContainerReader - to provided input values and 

opens input ifstream stream. 

Note, that later on in methods file name prefix will be amended  

APPLICATION: 

It is recommended to close the stream before destruction of object. 

MESSAGES: 

Incorporated messages of the used parent object meshContainerWriter::openOutputStream() 

Created: 25/08/14  

 

operator=( const grazMeshReader& gmr )  

 

METHOD: 

grazMeshReader& grazMeshReader::operator=( const grazMeshReader& gmr )  

DESCRIPTION: 

Standard assignment operator implementation.  

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

Const reference to grazMeshReader object.  

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

Reference to grazMeshReader object.  

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Uses intrinsic assignment operators from composing objects, data members.  
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APPLICATION: 

As needed. 

MESSAGES: 

None. Created: 18/08/14  

 

readAsciiInput()  

 

METHOD: 

int grazMeshReader::readAsciiInput()  

DESCRIPTION: 

Reads format of Graz TU FE solver to the grazMeshReader object, aka to the bridged 

polyhedralMeshContainer class, connected by the bridge design pattern to current reader object. 

Mesh is stored/accessed in the polyhedralMeshContainer object via polyhedralMeshContainer public API. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

Default - None. STL Filename is taken from private variable of the class, which is required to be set a priory 

with all respective extensions and paths. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

Boolean value, when reading is OK true is returned, false value corresponds to error.  

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Method reads Graz TU FE solver ASCII mesh format to the grazMeshReader object using encoded here 

algorithm. 

Note, that in current version method has dummy implementation for compatibility reasons and SHOULD 

NOT be used. 

APPLICATION: 

So far dummy implementation for compatibility reasons and SHOULD NOT be used. 

MESSAGES: 

Error message on the bad stream detected in the container reader base class object. 

Created: 18/08/14  

 

readBinaryInput()  

 

METHOD: 

bool grazMeshReader::readBinaryInput()  

DESCRIPTION: 

Reads binary format of Graz TU FE solver to the grazMeshReader object, aka to the bridged 

polyhedralMeshContainer class, connected by the bridge design pattern to current reader object. 

Mesh is stored/accessed in the polyhedralMeshContainer object via polyhedralMeshContainer public API. 
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INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

Default - None. STL Filename is taken from private variable of the class, which is required to be set a priory 

with all respective extensions and paths. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

Boolean value, when reading is OK true is returned, false value corresponds to error.  

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Method reads Graz Medical University FE solver binary mesh format to the grazMeshReader object using 

encoded here algorithm .Note, that in current version method has dummy implementation for compatibility 

reasons and SHOULD NOT be used. 

APPLICATION: 

So far dummy implementation for compatibility reasons and SHOULD NOT be used. 

MESSAGES: 

Error message on the bad stream detected in the container reader base class object. 

Created: 18/08/14  

 

readFillDynPtsAsciiiFile(vector< shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > >& mshAtTimesV)  

 

METHOD: 

bool grazMeshReader::readFillDynPtsAsciiiFile(vector< shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > >& 

mshAtTimesV)  

DESCRIPTION: 

Reads GRAZ TU ASCII mesh nodes (time series) to a vector of meshContainerReader objects. Mesh is 

stored/accessed in the polyhedralMeshContainer object via polyhedralMeshContainer public API. 

Connectivity of the mesh need to be set separately on later stages of processing. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

None.  

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

vector< shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > >& mshAtTimesV - refernce to a STL vector of shared 

pointers to polyhedralMeshContainer objects, holding mesh instances at different times. 

Boolean return value, when reading is OK true is returned, false return value corresponds to error during 

reading. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Method reads simple triples of coordinates from ifstream, as defined in format to reader object private 

variables inherited from meshContainerReader class, using encoded below reading from ifstream 

functionality. 

So far it is just input of nodal positions, connectivity of the mesh is read from the other (*.elem) file. 

APPLICATION: 

As needed. File name prefix need to be set up, as extension - .dynpts - is automatically amended to prefix. 

MESSAGES: 

Error messages when the erratic status of the input stream is detected. 
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Warning messages when number of points exceeds 10E8 . 

Created: 19/08/14  

 

readFillEleAsciiiFile()  

 

METHOD: 

bool grazMeshReader::readFillEleAsciiiFile()  

DESCRIPTION: 

Reads GRAZ Medical University ASCII mesh node connectivity to the meshContainerReader object in the 

parent reader class. 

Mesh is stored/accessed in the polyhedralMeshContainer object via polyhedralMeshContainer public API.  

Type of mesh element is defined by keyword, provided as first entry per element line. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

None.  

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

Boolean value is returned, when reading is OK true is returned, false return value corresponds to error during 

reading. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Method reads simple connectivity of the cells directly from ifstream, as defined in format then filling object 

using encoded below functionality. 

Coordinates of the mesh nodes is read from the other file. 

APPLICATION: 

As needed to get mesh connectivity from Graz Medical University FE code data. File name prefix need to be 

set up, as extension - .elem - is automatically amended to prefix. 

MESSAGES: 

Error messsages when the erratic status of the input stream is detected. 

Warning messsages when number of cells exceeds 10E8 . 

Created: 20/08/14  

 

readFillPtsAsciiiFile()  

 

METHOD: 

bool grazMeshReader::readFillPtsAsciiiFile()  

DESCRIPTION: 
Reads GRAZ TU ASCII mesh nodes to the meshContainerReader object in the parent reader class, further 

moves data to the bridged polyhedralMeshContainer object, connected by the bridge design pattern to parent 

reader object. 

Mesh is stored/accessed in the polyhedralMeshContainer object via polyhedralMeshContainer 

public API.  
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INPUT ARGUMENTS: 
None.  

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 
Boolean value, when reading is OK true is returned, false return value corresponds to error during reading. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 
Method reads simple triples of coordinates from ifstream, as defined in a format object using encoded below 

functionality. 

So far it is just nodal positions, connectivity of the mesh is read from the other file. 

APPLICATION: 
As needed. File name prefix need to be set up, as extension - .pts - is automatically amended to prefix. 

MESSAGES: 
Error messages when the erratic status of the input stream is detected. 

Warning messages when number of points exceeds 10E8 . 

Created: 19/08/14  

 

readFillPtsBinaryFile()  

 

METHOD: 
bool grazMeshReader::readFillPtsBinaryFile()  

DESCRIPTION: 
Reads Graz binary mesh to the meshContainerReader object in the parent reader class, further to the bridged 

polyhedralMeshContainer object, connected by the bridge design pattern to parent reader object. 

Mesh is stored/accessed in the polyhedralMeshContainer object via polyhedralMeshContainer public API.  

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 
Default - None. Input Graz filename prefix is taken from private variable of the class, which is required to be 

set a priory with all respective paths. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 
Boolean value, when reading is OK true is returned, false return value corresponds to error during reading. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 
Method reads binary Graz Medical University format to the grazMeshReader object using encoded below 

functionality. 

So far it appears that binary file, provided for testing contains very large data set, reading coded, however not 

fully tested. 

After mesh reading, it is being set in parent protected data member using polyhedralMeshContainer API. 

APPLICATION: 
As needed. 

MESSAGES: 
Error messsages when the erratic status of the input stream is detected. 

Created: 19/08/14  
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readFillSrfAsciiiFile()  

 

METHOD: 
bool grazMeshReader::readFillSrfAsciiiFile()  

DESCRIPTION: 
Reads GRAZ TU ASCII mesh node connectivity to the meshContainerReader object in the parent reader 

class. Thus, discrete surfaces are defined via triangles or quadrilaterals. 

Mesh is stored/accessed in the polyhedralMeshContainer object via polyhedralMeshContainer public API.  

Type of mesh element is defined by keyword - here limited to surface elements - "Tr" and "Quad", provided 

as first entry per element line. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 
None.  

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 
Boolean value is returned, when reading is OK true is returned, false return value corresponds to error during 

reading. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 
Method reads simple connectivity of the cells from ifstream, as defined in format using encoded below 

functionality. 

Coordinates of the mesh nodes is read from the other file. 

APPLICATION: 
As needed to get mesh connectivity from Graz University data. File name prefix need to be set up, as 

extension - .pts - is automatically amended to prefix. 

MESSAGES: 
Error massages when the erratic status of the input stream is detected. 

Warning messages when number of cells exceeds 10E8 . 

Created: 21/08/14  

meshSphWriter 
 

meshSphWriter( )  

 

meshSphWriter( const string& outFileName, shared_ptr<polyhedralMeshContainer> mcptr 
)  

 

writeAsciiOutput()  
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writeBinaryOutput()  

 

writeVpsAsciiNodesFile(const string& outFile)  

 

writeVpsDynPoints( const vector< shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > >& 
mshAtTimesV, const pair& refTimeIDs) const  

 

writeVpsDynPoints(const shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > > mshAtTimeN) const  
 

class meshSphWriter 

Object represents output object for writing mesh data from a special mesh container object - 

polyhedralMeshContainer. Data structure of polyhedralMeshContainer is based on a concept of polyhedral 

mesh description defined by FACES as it is used in VisCART and OpenFoam (ESI Group) Computational 

Fluid Dynamics Codes. 

Each entity has a unique C-style ID of (0...N-1), as it is stored here in VisCART meshing code notation. 

MOTIVATION 

Mesh writer object outputs computational mesh from a C-style data structure, defined in CFD codes of the 

ESI Group. 

Current class can be considered as an example of a derived class which implements specifics of writing in 

different formats - as needed by different solvers, here VPS/SPH (formerly: PAM-CRASH) ESI solver.  

Class has been specifically developed to facilitate workflow of CardioProof EU project. 

DESIGN INTENT 

It is designed to provide end-line in abstract output functionality. To make this behavour more efficient, 

BRIDGE design pattern is chosen as implementation pattern for access to the main mesh data in mesh 

container class, which is protected data unit in a parent (partly) virtual class. 

VPS Writer class also logically separates C-style API to the VPS format and provides polymorphic object 

oriented data filling interface for the target container class - polyhedralMeshContainer object. 

APPLICABILITY 

Current Writer object is applicable to polyhedralMeshContainer class only as a "Writer" object. It is 

designed to work effectively with the polyhedralMeshContainer data structure and it is coded to access the 

polyhedralMeshContainer via the so called Bridge design pattern (see Gamma, E, Helm, R, Johnson, R, 

Vlissides, J: Design Patterns, page 151. Addison-Wesley, 1995 for more details). 

STRUCTURE 

VPS Mesh Writer class is connected by BRIDGE design pattern with a specially designed polyhedral FACE 

based storage mesh container class. As any container, polyhedralMeshContainer provides functionality of 

data storage and automatic memory management. 

Again, as in the vtkMeshWriter the meshSphWriter interface is broken down into a part that echoes the 

interfaces of the meshSphWriter base class from which the desired meshSphWriter types are inherited thereby 

giving these interfaces polymorphic behaviour.  
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PARTICIPANTS 

polyhedralMeshContainer is the main participant of the VPS/SPH Writer class. 

Writer class is designed to access polyhedralMeshContainer data mesh container class using a fast and 

memory efficient BRIDGE pattern. 

COLLABORATIONS 

Writer and polyhedralMeshContainer objects can collaborate with Visitor design pattern objects through 

possible (not coded here) accept() interface. 

This combines the methods of the Visitor with the functionality of the container object. 

CONSEQUENCES 

No consequences known so far. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The bridge between the polyhedralMeshContainer and meshSphWriter is implemented as a C++ 2011 shared 

pointer for improving speed and memory parameters.  

It is initialized either through the default constructor which accesses shared pointer to the 

polyhedralMeshContainer, or, through a constructor which takes a reference to a polyhedralMeshContainer 

as an argument.  

APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

Here is application example of mesh Writer: 

// Start exaple API:  

meshSphWriter sphWriter; 

sphWriter.setFileName("outFile.sph"); 

sphWriter.openOutputStream(); 

sphWriter.setMeshPtr(someReader.getMeshPtr()); 

sphWriter.writeAsciiOutput(); 

sphWriter.closeOutputStream(); 

//End example  

copyright (C) 2011-2014 ESI Group, CardioProof Project, developed by Dr. A.Mezentsev, created 22.08.14, 

last modified 12.09.14  

Method Documentation 

 

meshSphWriter( )  

 

METHOD: 

meshSphWriter::meshSphWriter( )  

DESCRIPTION: 

Default constructor for the object meshSphWriter. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

None. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

This is a constructor, returns pointer to this object.  
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IMPLEMENTATION: 

Constructer sets private variables of the class. 

APPLICATION: 

Standard application is recommended. 

MESSAGES: 

None. 

Created: 25/08/14  

 

meshSphWriter( const string& outFileName, shared_ptr<polyhedralMeshContainer> mcptr )  

 

METHOD: 

meshSphWriter::meshSphWriter( const string& outFileName, shared_ptr<polyhedralMeshContainer> 

mcptr)  

DESCRIPTION: 

Main parameterised constructor for the object meshSphWriter, representing a VPS/SPH writer from 

polyhedralMeshContainer -based objects. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

Two input parameters are needed: const string& outFileName - reference to std string of output file name 

prefix 

shared_ptr<polyhedralMeshContainer> mcptr - C++ 2011 shared pointer to polyhedral mesh container 

object  

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

This is a constructor, returns poiner to this object.  

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Constructer sets protected variables of the parent class - meshContainerWriter - to provided values and opens 

output ofstream stream. 

APPLICATION: 

It is recommended to close the stream before destruction of object. 

MESSAGES: 

Incorporated messages of the used parent object meshContainerWriter::openOutputStream() 

Created: 25/08/14  

 

writeAsciiOutput()  

 

METHOD: 

int meshSphWriter::writeAsciiOutput()  

DESCRIPTION: 

Method outputs polyhedral face-based mesh that is stored in bridged container object to VPS/SPH ASCII file 

format using face definition. 
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INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

Default - None. SPH filenames are NOT taken from private variable of the class, which may not be required 

to be set a priori. Names here - "nodes" and "mesh" are hard coded. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

Boolean value, when writing is OK true is returned, false value corresponds to errors during writing.  

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Method writes ASCII VPS/SPH format to file using encoded below functionality. Floating point values are 

written in E format as needed for VPS formatted ASCII files. 

APPLICATION: 

Method can be used for file based coupling of different codes with VPS/SPH during CFD simulation. 

MESSAGES: 

Error messages on the erratic status of the input stream. 

Warning messages on the specifics of mesh container output to file. 

Created: 22/08/14  

 

writeBinaryOutput()  

 

METHOD: 

int meshSphWriter::writeBinaryOutput()  

DESCRIPTION: 

Writes VPS/SPH binary format from the meshSphWriter object, aka to the bridged polyhedralMeshContainer 

class, connected by the bridge design pattern to current writer object. 

Mesh is stored/accessed in the polyhedralMeshContainer object via polyhedralMeshContainer public API.  

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

Default - None. Output VPS/SPH filename is taken from private variable of the parent class, which is 

required to be set a priory. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

Boolean value: when writing is OK true is returned, false value corresponds to an error during writing. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Method writes binary VPS/SPH format to ofstream object using encoded below functionality. 

So far no writing is coded and it is a dummy method. 

APPLICATION: 

MESSAGES: 

Error messages on the erratic status of the output stream. 

Created: 22/08/14  

 

writeVpsAsciiNodesFile(const string& outFile)  
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METHOD: 

bool meshSphWriter::writeVpsAsciiNodesFile(const string& outFile)  

DESCRIPTION: 

Method outputs connectivity in VPS fixed format. As ofstream is fixed and fixed formatting required private 

ofstream is not used and C-style output is performed. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

const string& outFile - reference to std string of full otput file name 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

Boolean value, when writing is OK true is returned, false value corresponds to error during writing.  

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Method writes ASCII VPS (ESI Group) =mesh= file using encoded below c-style output using 8d C-style 

fprintf format.  

APPLICATION: 

Method can be used for file-based data exchange between VPS/SPH and other solvers. 

Method has been specifically design for solver coupling workflow implementation of CardioProof project. 

MESSAGES: 

Error messages on the erratic status of the file stream. 

In verbose mode aka verbose_==true extra console reporting is provided. 

Created: 22/08/14  

 

writeVpsDynPoints( const vector< shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > >& mshAtTimesV, const 

pair& refTimeIDs) const  

 

METHOD: 

bool meshSphWriter::writeVpsDynPoints( const vector< shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > >& 

mshAtTimesV, const pair& refTimeIDs) const  

DESCRIPTION: 

Method computes distance between VPS nodes (aka SPH particles) and outputs distance to VPS/SPH file 

format. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

const vector< shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > >& mshAtTimesV - reference to vector of C++11 

shared pointers of polyhedralMeshContainer objects, representing computational mesh at different time 

instances. 

const pair& refTimeIDs - reference to a pair of mesh IDs in first parameter - mshAtTimesV vector. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

Boolean value, when reading is OK true is returned, false value corresponds to an error during data 

processing or writing. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Output file name is taken from inherited private variable of the writer (partly) virtual object. Therefore, it 

should be full file name with/without respective file path. Standard output stream implementation is 

provided. 
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Both meshes need to have equal number of nodes. 

APPLICATION: 

Method can be used for VPS/SPH code coupling with other solvers, within the CFD simulation workflow. 

Method has been specifically developed to facilitate workflow of CardioProof EU project. 

MESSAGES: 

If there any problems with ofstream opening respective message is provided to the terminal. 

Method also checks scope of IDs of the mesh instances giving error message when instance is out of scope. 

Created: 22/08/14  

 

writeVpsDynPoints(const shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > > mshAtTimeN) const  

 

METHOD: 

bool meshSphWriter::writeVpsDynPoints(const shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > > mshAtTimeN) 

const  

DESCRIPTION: 

Current overloaded method computes distance between SPH nodes distances for two provided (time) 

instances - mesh contained in a parent class of the writer and C++ 2011 shared pointer to mesh, provided as 

an input parameter. 

INPUT ARGUMENTS: 

const shared_ptr< polyhedralMeshContainer > > mshAtTimeN - shared pointer to second time instance of 

the mesh. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS & RETURN VALUE 

Boolean value, when reading is OK true is returned, false value corresponds to an error during data 

processing or writing. 

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Output file name is taken from inherited private variable of the writer (partly) virtual object. Therefore, it 

should be full file name with/without respective file path. Standard output stream implementation is 

provided.  

Distance of nodes in two meshes are taken from private mesh of current writer object and mesh, provided as 

a parameter. Both meshes need to have equal number of nodes. 

APPLICATION: 

Method can be used for VPS/SPH code coupling with other solvers, within the CFD simulation workflow. 

Method has been specifically developed to facilitate workflow of CardioProof EU project. 

MESSAGES: 

If there any problems with file opening respective message is produced on the terminal. 

If number of nodes in private and parameter provided shared pointers does not match method will exit with 

respective error message. 

Created: 22/08/14  
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ANNEX 2 –  Input & Output for the SPH outflow boundary condition 

 

In the input a maximum of 10 outflow openings may be defined as a special type of pressure loads: 

PREFA /        1       0   1.020       1                  0.120       1  

NAME SPH Outflow opening with Part 2 

        PART        2 

        END 

The numbers on the first card have the following meaning: 

1. ‘1’ Function number of the pressure load 

2. ‘0’ Element number (0: i.e. to be defined below) 

3. ‘1.02’ Multiplier of load function 

4. ‘1’ Sensor number 

5. ‘0.120’ Particle search distance (with units of length) 

6. ‘1’ Sequential number of the SPH outflow  

‘Part 2’ is the shell part to which the pressure is applied 

 

The sequential numbers should range between 1 and 10. 

 

Various aspects are relevant to take into consideration: 

1. Any opening in a rigid boundary will allow free outflow; when an opposing pressure has to be 

applied, the outflow opening have to be modelled by shell elements. 

2. The normal must point inward. 

3. It is not possible to use dummy material (type 100) for outflow; types 101 and 102 may be used. 

4. The selection of the particles is done on the basis of the Center of Gravity and the normal of each 

outflow opening. Hence the opening has to be contiguous and should not be warped strongly. 

5. The particle search distance is used to determine the size of the domain in which particles are 

selected. It is recommended to not exceed a value of twice a representative value of the particle smoothing 

length. 

6. When the outflow is not active (e.g. by sensor), there is free outflow unless contact is defined 

between the particles and the shell elements. To model an outflow which opens or closes during the 

simulation time, a sensor may be used and the contact has to be switched off accordingly. 

 

Specific output for each outflow opening with sequential number IS is provided by: 

• Files fort.ext with ext=400+IS: area-averaged pressure (imposed) 

• Files fort.ext with ext=410+IS: mass*(velocity in normal direction) for each particle crossing 

opening IS 

• Files fort.ext with ext=420+IS: (opening area)* (velocity in normal direction) for all particles in the 

outflow region  

These are all functions of time and are printed every 50th time step. 

 

In addition some output regarding outflow openings is created in the printed output file with as main purpose 

of debugging in case required. 


